VOLUNTEER SERVICE TO DEAL WITH COVID-19 PARAMEDIC

1. The office of DGMS (Air) has sought names of volunteers, to support the medical team dealing with COVID-19 at designated hospitals and quarantine facilities (Isolation Centres).

2. The following tradesmen are requested to convey their consent to form part of the team in case of emergent circumstances:

   (a) **MTD**: 01 (For ambulance/other transport support operations).

   (b) **Eqpt Assts**: 02 (For maintaining barrack/ordnance stores for patients in COVID hospitals).

   (C) **Clk GD/ACH GD**: 03 (For help in registration/documentation of patients in COVID hospitals).

3. The age group specified is upto 50 years.

4. If willing, please forward service experience in trade, place of residence and contact number in order to seek your assistance under emergent circumstances.

5. Your willingness is hereby solicited through e-mail on DAV e-mail id (dav.airmen@gov.in) at the earliest please.